There have developed a variety of microsystems that harness energy and convert it to mechanical motion. Here we developed new autonomous biochemical motors by integrating metal-organic framework (MOF) and self-assembling peptides. MOF is applied as an energy-storing cell that assembles peptides inside nanoscale pores of the coordination framework. The robust assembling nature of peptides enables reconfiguring their assemblies at the water-MOF interface, which is converted to fuel energy. Re-organization of hydrophobic peptides could create the large surface tension gradient around the MOF and it efficiently powers the translation motion of MOF. As a comparison, the velocity of normalized by volume for the DPA-MOF particle is faster and the kinetic energy per the unit mass of fuel is more than twice as large as the one for previous gel motor systems. This demonstration opens the new application of MOF and reconfigurable molecular self-assembly and it may evolve into the smart autonomous motor that mimic bacteria to swim and harvest target chemicals by integrating recognition units.
Previously, gels were also used as storages for organic molecule and the release of these molecules triggered the motion by Marangoni effect. 5 However, organic molecules are only discharged in random directions, which is not quite efficient for the energy transfer. Ideally, if the ordered structure of molecules are released and then re-assembled at the interface, it could transfer chemical energy more efficiently and generate more forceful motion. For example, the motion of camphor disks at the water-air interface is strongly dependent on the order of self-assembled alkyl molecules at the interface. 3 Therefore, the assembly of released molecules is important to fuel the motion effectively. Because contemporary cellular movement in in vitro models relies upon the assembly and dynamics of encapsulated protein matrixes, [6] [7] [8] [9] it would be desirable to develop cells that have ability to store molecules in highly ordered alignment and release them to the cell-water interface in wellorganized structure for the development of more efficient but simpler hybrid host-guest systems.
To overcome these issues, we developed a new hybrid biomimetic motor system consisting of metal-organic framework (MOF) and diphenylalanine (DPA) peptide. The MOF, comprised of metal ions and bridging organic ligands, has recently emerged as an important family of nanoscale porous materials because of their unique structural and functional properties. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In this work, MOF is selected for the peptide storage because of its function to assemble small molecules in highly ordered pore array of coordination framework and to release guest molecules in more isotropic direction via bond-breaking of framework as compared to existing porous systems. 19 MOFs are also advantageous as vehicles of autonomous motors for their abilities to flexibly design rigidity, density, crystalline pore organization, and pore size so that the ideal combination of metal ions and ligands of MOFs can be selected with optimal light weight for the swimming motion and desired structure to release and reorganize guest peptides for controlling motion of MOF on air-liquid interfaces. The robust self-assembling nature of peptide [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] is also appropriate as a guest molecule to power the MOF motor because the released peptides from the MOF are re-self-assembled at the MOF-water interface in the highly-ordered structure is expected to generate the large surface tension gradient favoring strong Marangoni effect 5 and strong motor motion toward the higher surface tension side around the MOF. This novel driving mechanism of the peptide-incorporating MOF motion on the water surface consists of two steps: The first step is to release DPA peptides from the MOF by mixing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) with the system. The partial destruction of MOF by EDTA allows releasing DPAs slowly through the ordered pores of MOFs. The second step is to accumulate and selfassemble DPAs at the water-MOF interface and to create large surface tension difference around the MOF, which can fuel the swimming motion since the released DPA assembly on the MOF creates the hydrophobic domain. Then the MOF motor moves toward the direction of the higher surface tension side. This peptide-MOF system is advantageous as compared with other artificial motor microsystems to accomplish the development of more efficient artificial motor system with faster movement and longer mobility lifetime because MOF can load the peptide fuels with much higher density in the highly ordered porous framework. 28, 29 Another advantage of the use of porous MOF as peptide storage is its highly organized pore geometry, where the released DPA peptides can be robustly selfassembled at the MOF-water interface as these well-aligned guest peptides are released slowly from the MOF. In nature, the biological motors convert chemical free energy to mechanical power directly by creating isothermal and non-equilibrium conditions with biochemical reactions. 5, 30, 31 To keep away from equilibrium, cells wisely modify the environment by metabolizing resources and producing products and waste and simultaneously the system somehow exploits new resources as well as prevents the inhibitory effects of waste products. 1 This DPA peptide-incorporating MOF motor also creates the non-equilibrium condition by releasing peptides and transfer this chemical change to the energy of motor generated by the reconfiguration of DPA peptide selfassembly, which resembles to metabolizing and producing resources in nature. This type of technology could be applied to develop miniaturized robotic systems that sense the target chemicals, move toward the target location, and store them inside the porous frameworks. The outcome from this work may also shed light on the fundamental mechanisms of biological motors and chemotaxis in natural systems.
The structure of the hybrid MOF motor system is shown in Figure 1-(a) . The MOF we used in this study is [Cu 2 L 2 ted] n where L is 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate with the pore size of 0.75 nm. 32, 33 To incorporate DPA peptides in the MOF, the MOF particles are incubated in DPA peptides in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol, which is a good solvent to dissolve DPA, and then immediately solvent is removed under a reduced pressure by a rotary pump. The incorporation of DPA in the MOF was confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), N 2 absorption, and particle size distribution measurements (supplementary information S-1, S-2, and S-3). Because the MOF decomposes in EDTA solution due to the removal of copper ions from the molecular framework, EDTA is used to trigger the release of DPA peptides from the MOF. 34, 35 To compare the temporal dependence of velocity among neat MOF, neat DPA peptide, and DPA-MOF particles loading DPA peptides in the 20 % weight ratio to the MOF, each particle was dropped onto the surface of an aqueous solution containing EDTA (1 mM EDTA and 2 mM NaOH) and the motion was recorded as a movie by a light microscope. Then, the ImageJ software enables the quantification of the velocity change from the movie. The neat MOF particle is descended immediately to the bottom of the EDTA solution with no transitional and rotational motions and it does not decompose under the microscope in the time frame of this experimental setting. (◆ in Figure 1 -(b), also see a movie in supplementary information S-4) This observation indicates that the rigidness of the selected MOF is high enough to avoid the rapid distraction under this condition after mixing with EDTA. The DPA peptide particles in the same size also show no movement in the same solution and small pieces are spread quickly on the water surface (× in Figure 1 -(b) and also see a movie in supplementary information S-5). Actually the neat DPA peptide particles are instantaneously spread on the water surface and create the spike of velocity peak at 0-1s as they touches down on the aqueous surface. However, when the hybrid DPA-MOF particle is dropped onto the EDTA solution, it shows vigorous motion on the surface for more than 5 minutes (○ in Figure 1 -(b) and also see a movie in supplementary information S-6). This DPA-MOF particle moved around on the surface at the maximum speed of 35 mm/s along the arrow in the image. The maximum velocity per volume (1 mm 3 ) of the motor system is calculated as 67 mm/s as the average diameter of DPA-MOF spherical particle is measured as 1 mm. The direction of motion is determined by an initial impulsion of DPA emission on the MOF, and after the direction of surface tension gradient is stabilized quickly the MOF particles move along the direction of gradient. This mechanism is similar to the droplet motion along the concentration gradient of reactive agents, 36 and this hypothesis is supported by the observation of constant unidirectional motion of DPA-MOF particles in the movie in supplementary information S-6. The translational motion for one of the fastest gel motor systems with the volume of 25 mm 3 is 50 mm/s, 5 where 90% of the gel body is filled with the liquid fuel. On the basis of this comparison, the velocity of normalized by volume for the DPA-MOF particle is 30 times faster and the kinetic energy per unit mass of fuel is 3 μJ/g, more than twice as large as the one for the hydrogel systems. Therefore, the DPA-MOF system can be realized to have remarkably efficient fuel conversion as an autonomous motor. Since the neat DPA particle does not move in the solution, the motion of the DPA-MOF particle must be powered by the release of DPA from the MOF. Actually after the DPA-MOF particles are moved for several minutes, dark thin layers of released DPA became visible at the water surface. Since once Cu ions are extracted from MOF by EDTA they are chelated as [Cu(EDTA)] 2− rather than forming CuO and these complexes including ligand residues from MOF fragments are all soluble in aqueous solution. 34, 35 Therefore, the dark aggregates at the interface are the reorganized DPA peptide assemblies with high density, supporting the hypothesis.
(supplementary Information S-7). It should be noted that the extent of MOF decomposition has no effect in the velocity of MOF. Since there observes no correlation between concentration of EDTA in aqueous solution and velocity of MOF (supplementary Information Figure S-8) , the released amount of peptide guest is not influenced sensitively by the extent of dissolution of MOF. Thus, this observation suggests that once the exiting path of DPA is created by partial dissolution of MOF at the interface, DPA is emitted slowly and continuously in a constant rate from inside pores of MOF.
The mechanism of the motion of MOF particle is illustrated in Figure 2 . As the surface of MOF is partially decomposed by EDTA, DPA peptides are released from well-ordered MOF pores ( Figure 2-(a) ). Since DPA peptides are emitted in the highly ordered assembling stream, the peptides are quickly re-assembled to form crystalline domains at the water-MOF interface and these self-assembled hydrophobic peptide domains decrease the surface tension on the side of MOF where more DPA peptides are released (Figure 2-(b) ). Due to the surface tension difference, MOF particles are moved toward the direction of higher surface tension. It should be noted that when hydrophobic molecules with no robust selfassembling capability such as phenol and phenylalanine are incorporated in the MOF and injected to the EDTA solution, the motion is stopped immediately (supplementary Information S-9), which supporting the hypothesis that the re-assembly of released guest molecules in highly ordered structure at the interface is critical to fuel the continuous and strong motor motion of MOF (see a movie in supplementary Information S-10). To directly probe the degree of reorganization of DPA peptides after the release from MOF, the airliquid interface is imaged with Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) while a peptide-MOF particle is moving on the interface. At 4 min after launching the particle to the interface, an increased number of bright domains evolve on the interface ( Figure S-11-(a) ). This increase in contrast reflects changes of indices of refraction at the air-water interface induced by the reorganization of crystalline peptides on the interface. 37 Thus, DPA peptides released from the MOF organize into assembled structures with the higher refractive index. When hydrophobic molecules with no robust self-assembling capability such as phenol and phenylalanine are incorporated in the MOF and injected to the EDTA solution, released phenol and phenylalanine show no molecular organization on the interfaces in BAM ( Figures S-11-(b), (c) ). Since the DPA-MOF system drives the motion and the phenol-and phenylalanine-MOFs create no motion after launching onto the EDTA solution, reorganization of guests at the interface is the major driving force to induce the autonomous swimming motion. In addition, to further strengthen the hypothesis about the role of crystalline pore structure of host in the reorganization of released DPA peptides on the airliquid interface, we performed another control experiment; when neat DPA was dropped onto EDTA solution, there is no organized assembly of DPA on the air-liquid interface ( Figure S-11-(d) ), indicating that well-defined crystalline pore structure of MOF assists the reorganization of DPAs at the interface after released from MOF. Previously, there reported similar examples that polymers originally polymerized in MOFs were reassembled into unusual ordered structures with unique physical properties after frameworks were removed as compared to the ones polymerized without porous frameworks due to the influence of crystalline pore arrangement of MOFs. 38, 39 In another control experiment, when DPA is incubated in a MOF with the smaller pore size ([Cu 2 L 2 ted] n where L is 1,4-naphthalenedicarboxylate with pore size of 0.57 nm) that is too small to accommodate DPA peptides inside (Supplementary Information S-3), there observed no mobility indicating that DPA is necessary to be incorporated in the framework for the generation of motor activity (supplementary Information S-9).
When DPA peptides released onto the water interface are collected on TEM grids, TEM image and electron diffraction pattern show that the DPA peptides are assembled into single crystalline structure (Figure 3-(a) ). 40 Since salts and ligand residues from MOF fragments are washed out before imaging, these crystals are assembled from DPA nanocrystals. This result is consistent with the swimming mechanism that the generation of DPA crystals at the interface creates the surface tension gradient effectively for the motor activity. Here it is interesting that the shape of resulting DPA crystals to be in the planar parallelogram shape rather than typical tubular form. 21, 41, 42 Difference in crystallization environment on different assembling substrates leads to polymorph nature of crystal forms of peptides with different nucleation pathways. 43 Since nucleation of DPA peptides occurs on the 2D airliquid surface after releasing from the MOF, DPA crystals tend to be self-assembled in the planer form rather than cylindrical form. In addition, because molecules in MOF can be in extraordinary high density with unusual conformations in the pores, 38 it is plausible that these factors may influence the crystallization of DPA in unconventional way. It should also be noted that observing a crystalline domain of reorganized DPAs on the interface as small as 0.5 μm in diameter in TEM (Figure 3-(a) ) is consistent with appearance of small and bright spot domains in BAM ( Figure S-11-(a) ).
Another control experiment was examined to verify the proposed mechanism of the movement with the surface tension difference created by the release of DPA peptides. If this convection of MOF particle is indeed driven by the Marangoni effect via the large surface tension gradient, the dispersion of self-assembled DPA peptides at the tail of MOF with 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP) should remove the lower surface tension domain.
Thus, if the hexafluoropropanol is injected onto the aqueous surface when the MOF is in motion, the injection of the good solvent should freeze the motion immediately. This is exactly what was observed in Figure 3-(b) . As hexafluoropropanol is injected at 42 s, the velocity of MOF is instantaneously dropped from 35 mm/s to 0 mm/s. (see also a movie in supplementary information S-12). Therefore, this observation further support the hypothesis that the released DPA peptides at the side of MOF generate the surface tension difference around the MOF motor and it powers the motion of MOF toward to the higher surface tension side. It should be noted that DPA also becomes soluble in aqueous solution at pH 10 and above this pH range the velocity of MOF is also dropped due to elimination of DPA reassembly at the interface (supplementary information S-13).
Since the loaded DPA peptides are considered as fuels, the MOFs with more loaded DPAs should run in longer timeframe. To confirm this expected behavior, we examined the DPAload dependence of the lifetime of motor motion with different loading amount of DPA in the 10, 20, and 30% weight ratios to the MOF. When DPA-loaded MOF particles in the diameter of 1 mm are dropped on the aqueous solution containing EDTA, the duration of MOF movement for 10, 20, and 30% with DPA-loading is approximately 300, 600, and 900 seconds, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 -(c). This observation is consistent with our hypothesis that the lifetime of the MOF motion becomes longer as the loaded amount of DPA peptide fuels is increased. Interestingly, the velocity of MOF motion does not have any correlation with the load. This result indicates that the velocity is not dependent on the amount of loaded DPAs, and thus the degree and the rate of spatial inhomogeneity are more important driving forces for the MOF motor motion.
Because the release of DPA peptides from the MOF is probably not in the single direction, we may lose the efficient energy transfer from the self-assembly. To make the chemical motor motion more efficient, we created the vehicle, the MOF boat where samples in the diameter of 1 mm can fit inside the boat compartment and a very narrow slit at the tail allows the MOF motor to move into controlled direction (Figure 3-(d) ). Because the slit makes the self-assembly of DPA peptides not only in anisotropic direction but also with higher density at single point, the MOF boat is expected to move faster in the anisotropic direction. Fig. 3-(e) is an overlaid optical image of the moving MOF boat (see a movie in supplementary information S-14). Comparing the motion of the neat DPA-MOF motor, the MOF boat with the same DPA loading amount moves faster even though total mass of the boat and MOF-DPA particle is heavier (Figure 3-(f) ). Furthermore, the duration with the motion of MOF boat is also longer than the one for the neat DPA-MOF particle. This result indicates that the MOF boat could improve the energy transfer efficiency by properly designing the boat structure and controlling the surface tension distribution.
In conclusion, the hybrid biomolecular MOF assemblies incorporating the DPA peptides into the jungle-gym-like highly-ordered porous MOF structure, behave as autonomous biochemical motors as the DPA-MOF particles are dropped onto water solution containing EDTA. After MOF is partially decomposed at the interface, DPA is slowly released from the inside of MOF, which creates surface tension gradient triggering the autonomous motion. The freshly reorganized peptide crystalline domain is continuously generated at the interface as the slow release of DPA continues, enabling long-lasting motion with slow saturation of DPA on the interface. Eventually the surface tension gradient is dropped as the size of DPA domain dominants the hydrophilic area with the increased number of DPA crystals on the interface, and then the motion of MOF is slowed and eventually stopped after consuming all DPAs inside the MOF. It should be emphasized that the energy source of this generator is simply the free energy change of peptide emission, and it has similarity to biological motors, which also work through the dissipation of chemical energy. There are few artificial motor systems that have means to store the energy and release it by emitting hydrophobic peptides in highly re-assembled structure which triggers the mechanical motion via surface tension gradient. While this work demonstrates the creation of novel biomimetic artificial motor, this system may provide the better understanding of the mechanism of energy transduction and chemotaxis in biological systems with more depth of the study. The direction and the motion of MOF particles could be controlled by creating pH gradient or EDTA concentration gradient on liquid interfaces. 44 This type of artificial peptide-motor system could be developed into building blocks for targeted drug injection, osmotic pumping devices, and micro-actuators, and it may be further developed to smart machines with features that can change characteristically by sensing and adapting to new environments. 31 
Methods

Synthesis of MOFs and incorporation of DPA in the MOFs
MOFs used here were prepared according to previously reported methods. 32 In the case of 20% DPA incorporation in MOF, after 468 mg of DPA was dissolved in 1 ml of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol, MOF, 2.34g, was added and then the solvent was extracted by rotary vacuum. The resulting solid DPA-MOF compound was further dried under the vacuum for 8 hours. For the 10% and 30 % DPA incorporation, 234 mg and 702 mg of DPA was dissolved in the same volume of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol, respectively, and then they were mixed with 2.34g of MOF. The solvent was extracted by the same manner as descried above.
Analysis of motion of hybrid DPA-MOF
For each experiment, a granular agglomerate of DPA-loaded MOF, neat DPA, or neat MOF with ca. 1 mm diameter was added on aqueous solution in 16 mL (or 200 μL) of 1 mM EDTA in NaOH (2 mM) in a transparent plastic petri dish (50 mm diameter and 7 mm depth or 8 mm diameter and 4 mm depth). The lateral motion on the liquid surface was monitored under irradiation of a halogen lamp from the bottom side through a light diffusing plate of a light microscope. The resulting movies were recorded as top-view video files at a frame rate of 24.39 frames per second. These sequential images are binarized to extract the particle motions, whose velocity change was analyzed by the image processing software, ImageJ, and its plugin, Mtrack2 (http://valelab.ucsf.edu/~nico/IJplugins/MTrack2.html).
Instrumentation
For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), samples on the aqueous solution were directly transferred to a carbon-coated copper grid by dipping them at the interface. After the grid was washed by pure water, whose resistivity is 18.2 MΩ·cm, these samples were dried at room temperature. The samples were characterized by TEM (JEOL-JEM 2100) with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) data were collected on a Rigaku RINT 2000 Ultima diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The adsorption isotherms of N 2 at 77K were measured with a BELSORP-mini volumetric adsorption instrument using N 2 gas of high purity (99.9999%). Particle size distributions were measured by HORIBA Partica LA-950 laser diffraction particle size analyzer. Brewster angle micrographs (BAM) were taken with Accurion I-Elli2000 Imaging Ellipsometer.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Illustration of mechanism of DPA-MOF motion. (a) before releasing DPA peptides, MOF incorporates DPA peptides on the well-ordered alignment in nanoscale pores, (b) after releasing DPA peptides, the re-assembly of DPA peptides form the hydrophobic domain at the end of MOF particle. Since this domain lowers the surface tension of MOF on the released side, MOF particle moves with surface tension gradient via Marangoni effect. 
